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Abstract
Materials and Methods: The motivation for this feasibility study were: (i) to
modify the ultrasonic A-scope in order to monitor remotely, intraoperatively and
in real-time tumor’s depth and size, before cutting its dura and to control tumor’s
residual thickness while its resection and (ii) to demonstrate these abilities
during several spinal-cord surgeries.
Results: The ultrasonic A-scope was modified for these purposes, to a noncontact, intraoperative and real-time device. It was successfully applied during
several human spinal cord clinical trials. Its data were compared with those of a
pre-operative MRI (of the same person), where a good similarity was obtained
between them, with a difference less than 1mm, in most cases.
Conclusions: The modified A-Scope advantages: (i) remote, intraoperative
and real-time monitoring; (ii) accurate and objective data was obtained; (iii) there
is no direct contact between the US transducer and the monitored tissue, as the
ultrasound propagates through a free stream of normal saline; (iv) the length
of the free stream is few mm, at least; (v) the handpiece enables to monitor
in a confined area, as it has a small foot-print; (vi) it is simple to operate the
device; (vii) it enables to define intraoperatively tumor edges, before cutting and
opening the dura.
Consequently, this modified device seems to be a valuable and useful tool to
define intraoperatively tumor’s location and its complete removal and reducing
potential damages to healthy tissues surrounding it.
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Introduction
The first application of the ultrasonic (US) A-scope (also named
“US B-Scan”), was in Neurosurgery [1], for monitoring tumor-inbrain. Since the US Imaging System (IS) was developed, it replaced
the US A-Scope that was not further developed. Although, the US
IS are feasible, they have drawbacks, as: (i) are time consuming; (ii)
provide suboptimal results [2,3]; (iii) the size of a US transducer
limits its applicability in many neurosurgical cases [4] and also for
tumor resection in confined areas. It is essential that in these cases,
the residual tumor thickness should be monitored Intraoperatively
(IO) and in Real-Time (RT). A good US conductivity is essential,
which is solved by a thin layer of Normal Saline (NS) [5%, 25°C]).
This thin layer of NS is produced by pouring the NS on the tissue to be
monitored. A process that requires to stop the surgery; moreover, this
solution is not feasible for confined areas. It was also recognized that
specialization is essential [4] for a proper operation of an US IS and its
image analysis; furthermore, some of these ISs are expensive [1,2,4,5].
A spinal cord surgery, is known as a sensitive and delicate one,
with a high risk of post-surgical adverse effects [6-8]. These surgeries
are planned, using data from images of a pre-operative Computer
Tomography Image’s (CTI) and/or Magnetic Resonance Image’s
(MRI) [9,10] and also from a Planar X-ray Image (PXI) (performed at
the beginning of the surgery, when the patient is already anesthetized
and in the ‘surgical position’). More information is obtained from
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neurophysiological intra-operative monitoring of spinal tracts
[11-13], obtained by electrical stimulation of the motor cortex
and recording responses of muscles, as known as (AKA) ‘Motor
Evoked-Potentials’ (MEP’s) [14,15], or by stimulating the peripheral
nerves and recording the subcortical and cortical responses, AKA
‘Somatosensory Evoked-Potentials’ (SEP’s). However, there is no IO
device that provides data in RT and monitors it remotely.
A preliminary study using US was reported on newborns [7,8],
for in-vitro studies, where a complete tumor resection was reported
[16]. It was also applied during laminoplasty, as it is a useful method
for evaluating spinal cord decompression status [12].
As known, CTI and MRI are applied during the pre-operative
stages, for anatomic analysis and planning the surgery [9,15]. These IS
are rarely used IO in the Operating Room (OR), and even then-they
don’t provide the data in RT. Moreover, their price is much higher
than the US IS and require dedicated trained personnel in the OR
that measures and calculates the data from these images. Therefore,
this data is “operator dependent” and subjective (‘operator’s decision’
where to start and stop the measurement on the image).
It will be shown here that the Improved US A-Scope (IUS) is the
only true IO and RT monitoring device operating during a spinal
cord surgery. IUS allows neurosurgeons to visualize and monitor
soft tissue anatomic thicknesses instantly and continuously [6-8].
Although the conventional US ISs are simpler to operate compared
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surface). As US propagates through NS to the monitored tissue [17],
there is no direct contact with the US transducer. The stream’s ‘free
path’ (from the nozzle to the tissue) is usually few mm, and can be
adapted to the surgery requirements; moreover, the stream can be
directed in wide angular directions, enabling to monitor also in
confined areas. Moreover, a small angular stream deviation, from
perpendicular position to the surface, does not influence the resultant
data.

Materials and Methods
Figure 1: The IUS.

to CTI and MRI, their quantitative information (data) is also not
obtained in RT [6,7,16] and is also subjective.
Due to the following reasons the conventional US IS, used during
tumor-in-brain neurosurgeries, are not suitable always for spinal
cord surgery: (a) the size of an US transducer is too large in close
vicinity to dura, or in a confined area; (b) the Active Surface (AS) of
the US transducer and the examined tissue, should be in good US
contact; (c) the size of the US transducer is too large for monitoring
the residual tumor thickness during its resection; (d) it is not a
RT measuring method, since time is required for processing [13],
followed by a quantitative thicknesses evaluation; (e) the estimated
error in depth (or thickness), as obtained for US IS, is in the range
of 1.0 to 2.5 mm. (f) A thin layer of NS is required that prevents
monitoring continuously. While resecting, these drawbacks may
cause a damage to a healthy tissue in tumor’s vicinity. The motivation
to overcome these drawbacks have led to improve the US A-Scope
abilities by developing the IUS (Figure 1) that operates IO, in RT,
remotely and provides simultaneously and objectively tumor’s depth,
thickness and its residual thickness.
The IUS includes a pressurized sleeve with a replaceable bag of
NS in it, a power supply and a foot pedal (to activate the system)
operated by the neurosurgeon of the OR. The large display of the OR
is connected to the IUS. Figure 2. Describes the handpiece. The IUS
has a small footprint due to the tiny free stream (d=1.3 mm) of NS
(originating at nozzle’s output and flows up to the monitored tissue’s

Figure 2: The front-end (handpiece) of the IUS.
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The measuring principle of IUS is described in Figure 2 and the
handpiece - in Figure 3, as modified for spinal cord surgery. The
free-path NS stream is few mm from monitored tissue surface and
orthogonal to it. The orthogonality can deviate about φ = ±7º, as its
influence is negligible on the measured results (as cos2φ variations
are small in this angular range). The detected signals are displayed
simultaneously alpha-numerically and graphically - present the
assessed thicknesses. This measurement is of an objective nature,
since during signals collection and their processing, there is no
human intervention.
During a surgery, the neurosurgeon holds the handpiece and
directs the stream toward the tissue surface. US propagation is
described in [17] for a similar case.
The time difference between two consecutive signals defines the
‘propagation time’ and by knowing the propagation velocity in that

Figure 3: The IUS handpiece, as applied during a spinal-cord neurosurgery.

Figure 4: Example of IO US backscattered signals, obtained on the
display of IUS. The abscissa represents distance (thickness) in samples (1
sample = 0.15 mm) and the ordinate - relative reflections (%). It describes
the morphologic cross-section of the spinal cord: A-B and D-E are dura
thicknesses, close to the handpiece outlet (nozzle) (Figure 2) and far from
it, respectively; B-C is the spacing between inner side of the dura and the
spinal cord; C-C’ is the spinal cord diameter (thickness); B-D is the spinal
cord canal diameter.
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Figure 5: A sagittal MRI image of an intradural-extramedullary tumor in a
spinal cord of a patient that participated in this clinical trial.

tissue, its thickness is assessed.
Notes: Recent version of the IUS was applied successfully during
tumor-in- brain clinical trials [22] and previously in orthopedics [13]
and Dental Implantation Surgeries (DIS) [11,17-19].
When IUS was applied in a spinal cord surgery, the following
data was obtained IO, in RT and simultaneously: (a) tumor size and
thickness; (b) tumor’s residual thickness (during its resection) and (c)
spinal cord morphology - while IUS scans along (and above) the dura.
These properties of IUS provide a better understanding and ability to
judge patient’s condition; thus, gaining more confidence, followed by
a better outcome.
The IUS (Figure 1) comprises of three major sub-units: (1) a
display (Figure 4) - graphical and an alpha numeric data of measured
paths: (tumor depth, its thickness at the location of measurement and
during resection its residual thickness is presented); (2) electronics
(part of Figure 1) includes: a transmitter (Tr), a Transmit-Receive
(Tr/Rc) switch, a receiver (comprised of a Low-Noise Amplifier
(LNA), an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) and a Digital Signal
Processor (DSP) circuitry and software). IUS includes also a memory
- for storing the measured data, used for comparisons and further
analysis; (3) the ‘front-end’ (the ‘handpiece’ (Figure 3), as applied
during a spinal cord surgery. A train of US pulses are emitted by the
US transducer, continue to the nozzle and propagate through the tiny
stream - up to the investigated tissue. Part of the reflected pulses reach
the same US transducer that detect and transform them to electrical
signals and by coherent integration [20,21] - their Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) was improved.

Results
Depths and thicknesses data of intradural-extramedullary tumor
were compared, using the IUS and a pre-operative MRI (Figure 5).
This clinical study was performed after obtaining approvals from
the Helsinki committee of the hospital and the Ministry of Health. The
clinical trials were performed on three patients (2 man in the age of 45
and 52 and a woman at the age of 58), after receiving their consents in
writing. The tumor location was similar in all three cases.
While the IUS was applied IO in a spinal cord surgery, the
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Figure 6: Spinal cord thickness variation [mm], assessed IO along its
dura, measured with the IUS. Squares represent dura’s total thickness and
diamonds – those of spinal cord thickness. The abscissa (X-axis) represents
the measured location with the IOS handpiece (it was displaced along and
above dura’s spinal cord), and the ordinate (Y-axis) represent the assessed
thicknesses (mm).

neurosurgeon obtained in RT and simultaneously morphologic data
(Figure 4): (a) dura thickness, (b) spacing between the inner dura wall
and the spinal cord and (c) diameter of the spinal cord.
In a different mode of IUS, its handpiece was moved above dura
- providing spatial tumor location, including its length and local
thickness - critical during these surgeries, to define the location to
cut the dura. The local thickness variations, obtained from reflected
signals (Figure 6), relate to tumor’s length and thickness, where this
data is obtained during a neurosurgery, before the dura was cut and
opened.
Table 1 describes the measured data of a spinal cord, assessed
from a pre-operative MRI and the IO IUS. Tumor’s size and depth
were obtained solely by the IUS, while sliding its handpiece along and
above dura’s spinal cord.

Conclusion
The IUS was applied successfully (IO, in RT and remotely) during
neurosurgeries of intradural-extramedullary tumor in human spinal
cord. The data obtained with IUS were in good agreement with those
of a pre-operative MRI: (a) almost identical dura thicknesses, with
a difference of 0.1 mm. (b) the difference in tumor thickness was
not larger than 0.7 mm; (c) the differences in spinal cord diameter,
were not larger than 0.6 mm. (in one case, probably it measured also
below the tumor and therefore provided larger difference); (d) the
differences in spinal cord canal diameters, were not larger than 1.7
mm, probably due to differences in the locations of measurement.
The IUS proved itself during these clinical trials, as a non-contact
method with a small footprint. IUS ability to monitor IO tumor edges
in the pre-cutting stage, helps to define better tumor’s location.
Notes: (a) IUS has a useful application during laminoplasty,
for evaluating spinal cord decompression status. The original
classification, based on restoration patterns of the space ventral to
the spinal cord, is considered to be practical for predicting neurologic
improvement in cervical compressive myelopathy. (b) Mini-invasive
approach such as hemilaminectomy has been widely introduced
clinically to remove extra-medial tumors. Since IUS monitors
remotely and on a small area (1.3 mm in diameter), we found this
kind of ‘probe’ suitable also in these cases.
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Table 1: Data from IUS and MRI.
Measurement
Type

No.

Dura
Thickness

Tumor
Thickness

Total
Spinal cord
Diameter

Spinal cord
Canal
Diameter

mm

mm

mm

mm

MRI
1

1.3

10.5

2

1.3

13.8

3

0, at the tumor
1, out of tumor

9.5

5.9
3.5
5.8, above
tumor
14.2, on tumor
5.3
3.8, above
tumor
5.6, below
10.5, below
tumor
tumor
6.6, above
5.6, above tumor
tumor

IUS
1

1.4

9.8

2.9

6.2

2

1.1

13.1

4.8

15.9

3

1.3

10.2

5.8

4.9

As this feasibility study was successful, but with a limited number
of clinical trials, it is suggested to continue it with a larger population
that will include different types of tumors and their locations.
Considering positive results of this study, the IUS will be valuable and
useful for locating tumor followed by IO monitoring till its complete
resection, which will reduce damage to the surrounding healthy
tissues and also time of the surgery.
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